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1 Executive Summary
1.1 Introduction
HathiTrust is a collaborative repository of digital content from research libraries including content
digitized via the Google Books project and Internet Archive digitization initiatives, as well as content
digitized locally by libraries. HathiTrust was founded in October 2008 by the thirteen universities of the
Committee on Institutional Cooperation and the University of California. The partnership includes over
50 research libraries across the United States and Europe, and is based on a shared governance structure.
The repository is administered by the University of Michigan and Indiana University. As of December
2010, HathiTrust comprises over 7.5 million volumes, over 1.8 million of which are public domain.
HathiTrust provides a number of discovery and access services, notably, full-text search across the entire
repository.
Each unit of the University is required to perform a risk assessment every three years as a result of a 2009
policy. This assessment could have been performed as late as 2012 to comply with this requirement. The
primary goal for the assessment was to assess the risk of unauthorized access to HathiTrust materials in
copyright and materials of uncertain copyright status. The assessment activities were conducted in
October through December 2011.

1.2 Summary of Findings and Recommendations
This assessment finds that the HathiTrust currently risks a Total Threat Potential exceeding University of
Michigan guidelines. The findings include the three areas (network security, access control, operations)
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where the guideline is exceeded, as well as the detailed reasons for each issue. The recommendations in
this report include all the steps required to decrease the risk level to within University guidelines.
The single most important finding of this assessment has been that the security profile of the HathiTrust
can be greatly enhanced by documentation of existing practice. Almost all existing security practices are
mature and strong but comparatively few of these practices are well-documented. The mature, strong
security practices in place offer substantial risk reduction only as long as current staff practice them.
Without documentation, the practices can not be expected to continue across generations of staff.
This finding arises from the general guidance that no unit should accept a total threat potential that
exceeds a medium level of risk and that proper documentation alone reduces the total threat potential
from a high level of risk (66) to a medium level of risk (51). An organization must decide for itself how
much risk to accept, given not only the constraint of general guidance but also the awareness that risk can
not be eliminated, no matter how many resources are devoted to the effort.

1.3 Next Steps
The next step is for the Library leadership to review the findings and recommendations in this report and
to decide which recommendations to adopt and convey this information to the risk assessment team.
The risk assessment will capture the Library leadership’s decisions in a RECON Risk Treatment Plan.
The Library leadership should sign off on the Risk Treatment Plan.
The Library’s security liaison, Cory Snavely, should submit the signed treatment plan to Information and
Infrastructure Assurance.
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2 Detailed Findings and Recommendations
2.1 Assessment Scope

The above diagram illustrates the scope of this risk assessment.
1. The supported business process is the delivery of sensitive information to a limited audience and
preventing access to the sensitive information outside this limited audience.
2. The data transferred includes copyrighted material and material currently under investigation to
determine whether it is in copyright. The HathiTrust has a stewardship role restricting access to these
materials. The scope of this risk assessment includes any way an adversary could obtain access to this
sensitive information, hereafter referred to as sensitive information.
Very few legitimate consumers have access to copyrighted material. These consumers include (A)
persons viewing damaged, deteriorating, lost or stolen materials as defined by US copyright law section
108, (B) print-disabled users, and (C) staff or trusted colleagues of the HathiTrust, including
programmers, system administrators, metadata experts and copyright review team members. Access to
this sensitive information by anyone outside this limited audience would represent a security breach of
the system in scope.
3. Protocols used
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TCP/IP
SSH
NFS
HTTP(S)
SMTP
Isilon’s SyncIQ site replication protocol
the TSM client/server protocol (encrypted)
the MySQL client/server protocol

4. Security Mechanisms in place
• host-based firewalls
• switch ACLs at ICTC
• Kerberos authN
• SSL required for authenticated access
• Shibboleth
• Cosign
5. How data is stored and accessed
The sensitive physical areas in this scope are MACC (Michigan Academic Computing Center), ICTC
(Informatics & Communications Technology Complex) and ALDF (Arbor Lakes Data Facility), the only
storage and backup locations for the sensitive information.
Non-sensitive information is publically available over the web. Sensitive data is available to the limited
user group described above either via the web over HTTPS or SSH.
6. Operating systems and applications used
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux
• Debian GNU/Linux
• Isilon One FS
• Apache 2.2
• MySQL
• TSM
• In-house developed Perl applications
Out of Scope
Client systems and networks are out of scope. Other Library services that don’t rest on HathiTrust
infrastructure may be related to the operation of HathiTrust, but are out of scope of this assessment.

2.2 Risk Profile
The results of the risk assessment are summarized in the graph below. Risk levels, which range from Very
Low to Severe, are provided for each of the 11 different security areas covered by the assessment. Based on
the combined risk levels of all areas, a Total Threat Potential for the entire risk assessment is also provided:
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The 11 security areas, described in Appendix A, are grouped into three categories: High Threat Potential
Areas, Medium Threat Potential Areas, and Low Threat Potential Areas. The mapping of the RECON areas
into threat potential levels is based on the defense in depth security model1 as well as the root cause of
serious incidents observed on campus. In general, weaknesses in a high threat potential area are more
likely to lead to a security incident than a similar level of weakness in a low threat potential area.
The Risk Profile Chart summarizes the state of security, both with a single number, Total Threat Potential,
and a group of constituent numbers. The Total Threat Potential is a linear combination of the constituent
numbers. University guidance is that the Total Threat Potential should not exceed the Medium Risk range,
i.e., should not be above 60. In this case, the Total Threat Potential exceeds University guidance for three
reasons: inadequate network security, inadequate access control, and insecure operations. In all three of
these cases, the following section shows that documentation is the primary issue causing scores above the
acceptable range.

1

The defense in depth approach to computer security refers to the use of multiple techniques to secure an
information asset rather than relying on a single approach. Defense in depth is necessary to protect against different
attack vectors as well as failures that may occur at different levels in the defense. In general, RECON ranks security
areas that are closer to the asset being protected higher (more important) than security areas that are further removed
from the asset.
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The following section identifies specific security controls that, if adopted, will result in an acceptable risk
profile for HathiTrust. The projected Total Threat Potential would be reduced, as shown in the graphic in
the Conclusions And Next Steps section, to 51 if the following controls are adopted, while each of the
three problem areas will drop to the Medium Risk level: Network Security (58), Access Control (56), and
Operations (48).

2.3 Security Control Recommendations
The following tables identify recommended security control mechanisms that, if properly implemented,
will reduce risk levels to an acceptable range for HathiTrust. Each recommended control is assigned to
one of three tables below in an effort to organize them according to practical application.
For each control, a rough idea of the cost necessary to implement that control is also provided.
Subsequent sections will describe in detail why each control is necessary and provide guidance to
support the implementation of each control.
Table 1, Implemented Controls Requiring Documentation, lists controls already implemented within
HathiTrust, which are not documented. This table is presented first simply because it represents “lowhanging fruit”; the current risk can be significantly lowered in several areas simply by documenting
what’s already in place.
Implemented Controls Requiring Documentation
5.2.1 Framework for managing technical vulnerabilities
5.2.2 A process to identify newly discovered security vulnerabilities is used (for example,
subscribe to alert services freely available on the Internet).
5.2.3 IIA Quarterly Vulnerability Scan results are reviewed and necessary mitigation is taken
immediately for critical vulnerabilities and other vulnerabilities following your vulnerability
management framework.
6.4.1 Systems and services with different levels of security requirements are segregated
from each other using logical or physical isolation techniques
6.5.10 SSL (https) is required for web-based management of APs
6.5.11 Default management passwords for APs are changed
6.5.14 Users are aware of the risks associated with wireless network technology, what can
be done to mitigate those risks, and organizational policies regarding the use of wireless
networks
6.5.2 Unauthorized installation of wireless access points (WAPs) is prohibited
6.5.3 Physical security requirements or restrictions for APs
6.5.4 Authentication standards
6.5.5 Encryption standards
6.5.6 APs and wireless client NICs support firmware upgrades
6.5.8 Unused management protocols are disabled
6.5.9 SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 are not used to manage Aps
6.7.1 An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to identify network activity that may be
indicative of a compromised machine or an attack being attempted.
6.7.3 Penetration tests are periodically performed by external experts
7.1.1 Access control rules are established based on the premise that "Everything is
generally forbidden unless expressly permitted"
7.1.2 Standard access profiles for common job roles within the organization are defined

Relative
Person Effort
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
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Relative
Person Effort

Implemented Controls Requiring Documentation
7.1.6 Formal methods are in place that describe, for technical personnel, the steps
necessary to grant access to sensitive information
7.1.9 The procedures for granting access to sensitive information are segregated
7.2.1 Administrators do not log in with administrative credentials when performing nonadministrative tasks
7.2.4 Privileged accounts are not "overloaded"
7.3.3 Accounts used by vendors for remote maintenance are enabled only during the time
needed
7.4.5 Administrators must change passwords upon termination or reassignment of another
administrator
7.5.1 Default vendor passwords are altered following installation of systems or software
8.1.1 Operating systems and applications are maintained at a level sufficiently supported by
the supplier
9.1.8 Sensitive data transmitted by unit applications over external (public) networks is
encrypted
9.1.9 Methods are in place for managing the keys that the unit uses to encrypt sensitive
data

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Table 1 – Implemented Controls Requiring Documentation

Table 2, Mitigating Controls for Out-of-Scope Clients, lists three controls that will help mitigate risks posed
by client systems outside the scope of the assessment.
Mitigating Controls for Out-of-Scope Clients
1.5.2 Customer agreements
2.2.1 All mission-critical systems AND systems that process sensitive information have a
designated owner that has assumed responsibility for the protection of the asset
9.1.4 Communication of sensitive data via email is either:
a.) Not allowed OR
b.) Allowed if appropriately encrypted

Relative
Person Effort
Medium
Medium
Medium

Table 2 – Mitigating Controls for Out-of-Scope Clients

Table 3, Controls Organized by RECON Area and Risk Level, lists the remaining controls recommended in
this report. These involve development of new processes around in-scope systems and the
documentation of those processes. The controls are organized into their respective RECON areas and
sorted by current risk level.
RECON Area
(Current Risk Level)
Network Security
(Severe)

Controls necessary to reduce risk to an
acceptable level
6.1.1 A firewall (or equivalent mechanism)
exists between your unit's (or department's)
network, other University networks, and public
networks such as the Internet
6.1.2 The firewall (or equivalent mechanism)
uses a "default deny" posture where all
access that is not explicitly allowed is
automatically denied

Relative
Capital Cost

Relative
Person Effort

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

6.1.3 Firewall changes are subject to a formal

n/a

Low
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Access Control
(High)

Operations
(High)

approval process
6.5.1 A properly configured firewall exists
between the wired infrastructure and the
wireless network(s)
6.5.7 Wireless access points are running a
version of firmware free from known security
vulnerabilities
6.7.2 The IDS system is finely tuned to reduce
false positives
7.2.5 The membership of privileged groups is
frequently reviewed
7.3.2 Accounts that have not logged in for a
specified period of time are disabled and
eventually deleted
5.1.1 Proposed changes to sensitive and
mission critical systems are subject to a formal
approval process

Medium

Medium

n/a

Low

n/a

Medium

n/a

Low

n/a

Low

n/a

Low

Table 3 – Controls Organized by RECON Area and Risk Level

2.4 Discussion of Findings and Detailed Control Recommendations
The following sections describe in detail why each of the controls recommended above is necessary and
prescribes specific action items to guide the proper implementation of each control.

2.4.1

Documentation of Existing Security Controls (n/a, Medium)

The assessment revealed several security controls already in place for HathiTrust, but without sufficient
documentation. As long as these controls remain properly implemented, they effectively mitigate
associated risks. Many are not documented at all while others are only partially documented. Without
documentation, there’s too great a likelihood that these controls will not remain properly configured.
E.g., as personnel turnover, the institutional knowledge that supports undocumented controls may be
lost, and systems administration activities may unknowingly result in the removal of desired security
controls.
Action Item:
Fully document how the following 28 security controls are implemented.
• 5.2.1 Framework for managing technical vulnerabilities
• 5.2.2 A process to identify newly discovered security vulnerabilities is used (for example,
subscribe to alert services freely available on the Internet).
• 5.2.3 IIA Quarterly Vulnerability Scan results are reviewed and necessary mitigation is taken
immediately for critical vulnerabilities and other vulnerabilities following your vulnerability
management framework.
• 6.4.1 Systems and services with different levels of security requirements are segregated from each
other using logical or physical isolation techniques
• 6.5.10 SSL (https) is required for web-based management of APs
• 6.5.11 Default management passwords for APs are changed
• 6.5.14 Users are aware of the risks associated with wireless network technology, what can be
done to mitigate those risks, and organizational policies regarding the use of wireless networks
• 6.5.2 Unauthorized installation of wireless access points (WAPs) is prohibited
• 6.5.3 Physical security requirements or restrictions for APs
• 6.5.4 Authentication standards
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.4.2

6.5.5 Encryption standards
6.5.6 APs and wireless client NICs support firmware upgrades
6.5.8 Unused management protocols are disabled
6.5.9 SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 are not used to manage Aps
6.7.1 An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to identify network activity that may be
indicative of a compromised machine or an attack being attempted.
6.7.3 Penetration tests are periodically performed by external experts
7.1.1 Access control rules are established based on the premise that "Everything is generally
forbidden unless expressly permitted"
7.1.2 Standard access profiles for common job roles within the organization are defined
7.1.6 Formal methods are in place that describe, for technical personnel, the steps necessary to
grant access to sensitive information
7.1.9 The procedures for granting access to sensitive information are segregated
7.2.1 Administrators do not log in with administrative credentials when performing nonadministrative tasks
7.2.4 Privileged accounts are not "overloaded"
7.3.3 Accounts used by vendors for remote maintenance are enabled only during the time needed
7.4.5 Administrators must change passwords upon termination or reassignment of another
administrator
7.5.1 Default vendor passwords are altered following installation of systems or software
8.1.1 Operating systems and applications are maintained at a level sufficiently supported by the
supplier
9.1.8 Sensitive data transmitted by unit applications over external (public) networks is encrypted
9.1.9 Methods are in place for managing the keys that the unit uses to encrypt sensitive data

Mitigating Controls for Out-of-Scope Clients (n/a, Medium)

The assessment revealed important risks introduced by the fact that copyright reviewer staff and
consumers of in-copyright materials all use computers outside the control of the Library. Library cannot
implement security controls on these computers to protect copyrighted material they access from being
obtained by unauthorized parties.
Action Item:
Establish appropriate agreements with copyright reviewers and registered students with print disabilities
to communicate and establish their responsibilities for protecting copyrighted material they access in
HathiTrust. The agreements should clearly convey a requirement that the individual’s do not share
copyrighted material with others. The agreements should prohibit the use of specific, insecure
technologies, such as email, for storing or transmitting copyrighted material.

2.4.3

Firewall (Low, Medium)

The HathiTrust network at ICTC currently has a network firewall to help prevent unauthorized network
traffic from reaching HathiTrust infrastructure, however there is no such firewall protecting the
HathiTrust network at the MACC. At the time of this assessment, the process of implementing a network
firewall at the MACC was at an early stage. While host-based firewalls provide good protection on each
individual asset, a proper defense-in-depth strategy requires the use of a network firewalls that can
centrally control network traffic in and out of the HathiTrust networks.
Action Item:
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Ensure the in-process initiative of implementing a network firewall around the MACC HathiTrust
network is completed. In addition to the technical aspects of installing any hardware, configuring initial
rules and testing functionality, ensure that the firewall uses a default-deny posture and establish
procedures for updates and maintenance so that firewall changes are subject to a formal approval
process.

2.4.4

Intrusion Detection System (Low, Medium)

The University of Michigan does run intrusion detection systems centrally, but these are not tuned to
effectively identify signs of unauthorized traffic related to HathiTrust.
Action Item:
Work with IIA to establish requirements for IDS and to collaboratively meet those requirements. The
effort should carefully consider how Peakflow X, which is readily available to IIA, may be used.
Responsibilities for maintaining and managing all aspects of the IDS solution must be agreed upon and
clearly assigned.

2.4.5

Account Reviews (Low, Medium)

Accounts should be reviewed periodically and those that have not logged in for a specified period should
be disabled and eventually deleted. Membership in privileged groups should be frequently reviewed.
Action Item:
Establish and follow a policy to disable and eventually delete inactive accounts and to determine a
periodic review plan to ensure it happens. Periodic reviews should include both account provisioning on
HathiTrust systems as well as active registration of students with the Office of Services for Students with
Disabilities.

2.4.6

Change Management Process (Low, Medium)

Firewall changes should be subject to a formal review process.
Action Item:
Establish and implement such a process.

2.4.7

LIT Private WiFi Access Point Management (Low, Medium)

Wireless access points should be running a version of firmware free from known security vulnerabilities.
Action Item:
Routinize the checking and as-needed updating of firmware for the LIT Private WAPs.

2.4.8

Anti-Virus Event Reporting (Low, Medium)

We considered a recommendation to monitor DSS efforts in anti-virus event reporting. Since DSS is
outside the scope of this assessment and virus alerts are outside the scope of this assessment, a
recommendation would not be appropriate.
Action Item:
None.
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3 Conclusions and Next Steps
The security controls recommended in this report, if implemented correctly, will reduce risk in the
HathiTrust to acceptable levels. Currently, the HathiTrust has a total threat potential level of High, with
elevated levels of risk in three areas: network security, access control, and operations.
However, as shown in the following graphic, a Medium threat potential level is entirely achievable by
adopting the recommendations outlined in this report. The brown bars indicate the current levels, while
the colored bars would result from adoption of these recommendations.

Section two of this report communicates, in detail, the steps necessary to move from the current risk
profile to the target risk profile illustrated above and provides a rough idea of the relative cost necessary
to get there. In order to initiate the risk mitigation process, the following next steps are recommended:
•
•
•
•
•

John Wilkins and Cory Snavely should to review the findings and recommendations of this report.
John Wilkins should make the initial decisions regarding which recommendations to adopt.
The risk assessment team should capture these decisions in a RECON Risk Treatment Plan document.
John Wilkins should sign off on the Risk Treatment Plan.
Cory Snavely should submit all risk assessment documents to Information and Infrastructure Assurance.
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4 Risk Assessment Participants and Hours
Participant

Michael
McQuaid

Richard
Getchell

Job Title

Co-facilitator of the risk
assessment process and coauthor of this report. Also
performed the RECON security
tests.

40

University Security
Analyst, <<Information
and Infrastructure
Assurance>>

Co-facilitator of the risk
assessment process and coauthor of this report. Also
performed the RECON security
tests.
Executive Sponsor. Provided
insight into the business of the
HathiTrust which, to a large
extent, defined the scope of the
assessment. Also provided, or
identified providers of,
information about all aspects of
the HathiTrust.
Provided a technical overview of
the infrastructure systems that
support the HathiTrust.
Provided a technical overview of
the infrastructure systems that
support the HathiTrust.

40

Cory
Snavely

Sebastien
Korner

Hours
(on Questionnaire, Report,
Security Tests, Other)

University Security
Analyst Senior,
<<Information and
Infrastructure
Assurance>>

Applications
Programmer Analyst
Senior, <<U-M Library>>

Aaron Elkiss

Role in the Assessment
Process

Applications
Programmer Analyst,
<<U-M Library>>
Applications
Programmer Analyst,
<<U-M Library>>
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6 Appendix A – RECON Area Definitions
There are 11 RECON Areas grouped into three categories: High Threat Potential Areas, Medium Threat
Potential Areas and Low Threat Potential Areas. The mapping of the RECON areas into threat potential
levels is based on the defense in depth security model2 as well as the root cause of serious incidents
observed on campus. In general, weaknesses that are present in High Threat Potential Areas are more
likely to lead to a realized security incident than weaknesses in Lower Threat Potential Areas.
The following definitions provide some insight into the objectives of each of the RECON security areas.
High Threat Potential Areas
• Host Security – Ensures that workstations and servers are appropriately configured from a
security perspective
• Network Security – Protects the information transmitted over networks and contained within
network attached systems.
• Access Control – Ensures that information and information processing facilities are available
only to authorized personnel based on business and security requirements.
• Incident Management – The ability to properly respond to and report on security incidents in a
timely manner.
Medium Threat Potential Areas
• Asset Management - Knowing what sensitive and critical systems or media exist and who is
responsible for them.
• Operations - Ensures the operating procedures for managing sensitive or critical systems and
media enforce security and are secure themselves.
• Data Protection – Use of cryptographic controls to maintain the confidentiality of data obtained
in an unauthorized fashion such as by theft, interception etc.
• Organizational Security - The ability to manage security within the unit.
Low Threat Potential Areas
• Physical Security - Prevents unauthorized physical access or damage to sensitive and critical
systems or media.
• Human Resources Security - Ensures employers and employees understand their responsibilities
and are suitable for their roles.
• Business Continuity Management – Minimizes the impact that service disruptions have on core
business functions.

2

The defense in depth approach to computer security refers to the use of multiple techniques to secure an
information asset rather than relying on a single approach. Defense in depth is necessary to protect against different
attack vectors as well as failures that may occur at different levels in the defense. In general, RECON ranks security
areas that are closer to the asset being protected higher (more important) than security areas that are further removed
from the asset.
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